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The Chevrolet Corvette is a sports car that has been built by Chevrolet since It is now in its 8th
generation. The Corvette C1 was the first Corvette model. It was created by GM General Motors
in It was designed by Harley Earl and it was a show car. Chevrolet only made Corvettes in , and
they are all almost the same. The C1 was the only model of Corvette to have an inline-6 engine
option, and the inline-6 was only available from to Because the C1 was expensive and kind of
slow, it was in danger of not being made anymore. Chevrolet changed the C1 in , which made it
faster and better. Afterwards, the car became more popular, and the C1 was built until The
Corvette C2 was the second Corvette model. The C2 was first built in and was made until The C2
was also the first Corvette to only offer V8 engines. The C2 became known as the Corvette Sting
Ray. The C2 was much better and more advanced than the C1. The C2 features more powerful
engines, better suspension, and faster speeds. Because of this, the C2 sold much better than
the C1, and the Corvette was no longer in danger of not being made anymore. The Corvette C3
was the third Corvette model. It was made from to The C3 was very similar to the C2. The main
changes were the body and the inside. The V8 engines from the C2 became more powerful. In ,
because the engines were too bad for the environment, the engines' power went down. This
made the C3 slightly slower and less powerful. Every year the engines became less powerful
until This was because the U. The C3 Corvette convertible was not made after , so only the
coupe was for sale after The Corvette C4 was the fourth Corvette model. There were no
Corvettes, except for a few made by Chevrolet that were used for testing. The C4 was the first
time the Corvette was totally new. The C4 used many of the same engines as the C3 Corvette,
but the body was totally new. The Corvette was made as a convertible again starting in
Throughout the C4's life, new engines and transmissions were used. The Corvette C5 was the
fifth Corvette model. The C5 was much better than the C4 Corvette. The C5 had a new body,
many new engines, and a better chassis. It is sometimes called the "FRC. The Z06 was faster
than the C4 ZR-1, which it replaced. There was also a race car version of the C5, called the C5-R.
The Corvette C6 was the sixth Corvette model. The C6 was a fairly large improvement over the
C5. Some of the changes were exposed headlights, better suspension, and a much better
interior. The C6 was also faster than the C5. Starting in , the C6 got a new engine that had
horsepower. This made the car even faster. Like the C5, the C6 had a Z06 model. The C6 Z06
had a very big engine and was very light for a Corvette. This made the Z06 very fast. Also, there
was a model called the ZR1, which was even faster. The ZR1 featured a supercharged engine
and was even faster than the Z The ZR1 is sometimes called the Blue Devil. It is the fastest
Corvette C6. The ZR1 was first made in Like the C5, there was a race car version of the C6,
called the C6. The Corvette C7 is the seventh Corvette model. It was first made in It is known as
the Corvette Stingray. The C7 is more advanced than the C6, and has a much nicer inside. The
main engine is very similar to the one in the C6, but is now more powerful. The body of the C7 is
different from other Corvettes. It has bigger headlights, very different back lights, and many
more vents. The Corvette C7 is also available as a convertible. Like the C5 and C6, the C7 has a
Z06 model. The Z06 is even faster than the C6 ZR1, and it has a supercharged engine. This
engine makes horsepower in the Z There is also a Z06 convertible for the first time ever. Like the
C5 and C6, there is a C7 race car, which is called the C7. The Corvette C8 is the eighth
generation and is the current model, first produced on February From Simple English Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. History [ change change source ] The Corvette C1 was the first Corvette
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Wikimedia Commons. FR Y-body â€”present. Cadillac XLR. Wikimedia Commons has media
related to Chevrolet Corvette. The Chevrolet Corvette C4 is a sports car produced by American
automobile manufacturer Chevrolet from to The last C4 was produced on June 20, The C4
Corvette represented a clean break from the Zora Arkus-Duntov -designed C3 , with a
completely new chassis and sleeker, more modern but still evolutionary styling. It was the work
of a team under chief Corvette designer Dave McLellan , who'd taken over from Duntov in In a
departure from the fiberglass panels of its forebearers, the C4's rear bumpers and panels were
made from molding plastics, a sheet molding compound. The roof panel made from fiberglass
or optionally from clear acrylic was removable. The Corvette C4 came standard with an
electronic dashboard with a digital liquid crystal display instrument cluster. It displayed a
combination of graphics for speed and RPM, fuel level, and used digital displays for other
important engine functions. Since emissions regulations were still changing and electronic
engine management was in its infancy, engine power output was low compared to earlier
generations. The primary design emphasis at launch was therefore focused on handling and
braking, with an all-independent light-weight suspension and wheels and all new brakes with

aluminum calipers. Spring rates were sequentially softened for the model year. The C4 did not
use separate body-on-frame construction like its predecessors. Instead, it used what GM termed
a "uniframe", which consisted of a traditional perimeter frame, with the door posts, windshield
frame, halo U-shaped frame overhead behind the seats and the rear portion of the floor pan
integrated into one welded assembly. This was not a unibody assembly, as none of the exterior
body panels were structural members. Due to a styling decision to use a targa top instead of
T-tops , there was no structural member tying the windshield frame to the halo as on the C3.
This required extremely tall side rails on the frame to maintain chassis rigidity, and as a result,
the door sills were quite deep, with entry and exit likened by contemporary auto journals to a
"fall in and climb out" experience. This unusual transmission was a synergy that allowed the
Corvette to keep a stout 4 speed, but add an overdrive. As technology progressed, it was
replaced by a modern ZF 6-speed manual transmission. The Corvette saw the return of the
convertible and was named as the Pace Car for the Indianapolis Being early in the rollout of this
new technology, there were only 15 different resistance values available. Once thieves
discovered this weakness, it markedly reduced the value of this early system. None were made
available to the public as official production vehicles. It was displayed above the factory
entrance for years until it was restored and is now displayed in the National Corvette Museum in
Bowling Green, Kentucky. The model delay was due to problems with parts supplier quality
issues and production line changeover issues. GM decided to cancel the production year model
and started the model year Corvettes early. Regular model year production began on January 3,
and delivery to customers began in March The models were produced for 17 months. General
Motors acquired Group Lotus , a UK based engineering consultant and performance car
manufacturing firm, during The Corvette division approached Lotus with the idea of developing
the world's fastest production car, to be based on the C4 generation of the Corvette. In addition
to the engine, Lotus helped GM design the ZR-1's which in prototype version was called "King
of the Hill" [8] upgraded braking and steering systems. The FX3 suspension system was
engineered by Bilstein and was similar to the system used in the Porsche albeit with
modifications from the Lotus Formula 1 division. The system used a gas-over-oil shock
absorber whose hollow center shaft came fitted with an adjustable orifice which controls the
flow of oil in the shock absorber. The system allowed for six damping settings in each of the
three driving modes namely Touring, Sport, and Performance and had 14 total steps.
Servomotors coupled with a microprocessor governed the vehicle's speed and adjusted the
suspension system accordingly. The 5. The distance was maintained by reducing the bore from
4. The aluminum cylinder liners were Nikasil-coated and the engine block has a cast-aluminum
oil sump. The crankcase has integral four- and six-bolt cast-iron main bearing caps which
secure the forged steel crankshaft into place. The four camshafts of the engine are driven by a
roller chain and actuate hydraulic lifters that eliminate valve lash adjustment. The four-valve
combustion chambers feature centrally-located spark plugs which act in combination with
dished aluminum pistons enabling for a compression ratio of The engine held 12 quarts of oil, 7
more than the L98 engine. The LT5 also came with a unique two valve induction system along
with 16 tuned-length intake runners and a specially designed intake manifold using three
throttle bodies. The small primary throttle body was for responsive low speed operation while
the two large secondary throttle bodies enabled for full-power usage. The engine used
direct-fire ignition: Four coils ignite two spark plugs simultaneously, upon receiving their cue
from a crankshaft sensor acting in combination with the ECM. Spark advance and retardation
are electronically controlled by the ECM, which gets an additional information from a knock
sensor. In order to transfer power efficiently to the rear wheels, a unique 6-speed manual
transmission manufactured by ZF was installed with a code name of ML9. The transmission
used Computer Aided Gear Selection CAGS which forced the driver to shift from first to fourth
under low power urban driving conditions. The transmission has a tweaked ring and pinion ratio
of 3. Other exterior modifications include a hard coated acrylic roof panel, and seven additional
exterior colors. GM found that the engine required special assembly, and that neither the
Corvette plant in Bowling Green, Kentucky nor any of their normal production facilities could
handle the workload, so Mercury Marine corporation of Stillwater, Oklahoma was contracted to
assemble the engines under their MerCruiser division, due to their experience in working with
aluminum, and ship them to the Corvette factory in Bowling Green where the ZR-1s were being
assembled. The engine was largely assembled by hand and was Dyno tested before being sent
to Chevrolet. Mercury Marine secured two LT5 V8 engines for itself. These engines were used in
the ZR-1 owned by the company president and a custom made speedboat called the "Wet
Vette". It was distinguishable from other Corvette coupes by its wider tail section, inch wide
rear wheels and its new convex rear fascia with four square shaped taillights along with a
special red ZR-1 badge in between. In , the ZR-1 and base model received updates to bodywork,

interior, and wheels. The rear convex fascia that set the ZR-1 apart from the base model found
its way to all models, making the high-priced ZR-1 even less distinguishable. Further changes
were made the following year in , including extra ZR-1 badges on the fenders and the
introduction of Acceleration Slip Regulation ASR or traction control. In addition, a new exhaust
gas recirculation system improved emissions control. The model remained nearly unchanged
into the model year, after which the ZR-1 was discontinued as the result of waning interest,
development of the LS series engines, manufacturing cost and the forthcoming introduction of
the C5 generation. A total of 6, ZR-1 models were manufactured over the six-year period. Not
until the debut of the C5 based Z06 in would Chevrolet have another production Corvette
capable of matching the ZR-1's performance. These records were later broken by the
Volkswagen W12 , a one-off concept car that never went into production. It was developed as a
prototype for a limited edition run in the model year. The B2K was a high performance
alternative to the standard Corvette offered by Callaway cars under license from Chevrolet from
to Chevrolet approached Callaway to offer such an option after seeing the power output the
tuning company was able to extract reliably from modified twin-turbocharged Alfa Romeo V6
engines. The car came with normal Chevrolet warranty as well as additional one year 12, mile
warranty from Callaway Cars. The conversion consisted of taking the engine out of the car and
performing a thorough set of modifications along with installing two turbochargers. The car was
classified as a standard Corvette by the EPA so it wasn't subject to additional registration
requirements. Over cars were subject to the conversion. A yellow convertible was the pace car
for the Indianapolis race. This marked the return of the convertible body style, absent from the
Corvette lineup since All 7, convertible Corvettes all exterior colors had "Indy Pace Car"
console identification. It also features a removable black top and came equipped with
everything, including its own unique emblems. The 35th Anniversary car is the 2nd Serialized
Corvette in the production history of the C4 Corvette, with each car receiving an engraved
number plaque on the console. For 21 years, the car was stored in a climate controlled
environment. The 40th Anniversary package was available on all models. It included Ruby Red
metallic paint and Ruby Red leather sport seats, along with special trim and emblems. All
leather seats have the 40th emblem embroidered due to an error on the drawings sent to the
seat supplier. In twenty five 25 Corvette Convertibles were delivered to the Indianapolis Motor
Speedway for use in the inaugural running of the Brickyard The Corvettes were primarily used
to introduce the 43 NASCAR drivers in a parade lap prior to the start of the race during driver
introductions. There were thirteen Red and twelve Black convertibles used, and most carried
two drivers on the lap, with their names displayed on the hoods. It is unknown how many of
these cars still exist in "full dress" since many dealers just removed the graphics when they
received the cars after the race. In a C4 convertible was again the pace car for the Indianapolis ,
and a special pace car edition was offered. The Grand Sport moniker is a nod to the original
Grand Sport model produced in A total of 1, GS Corvettes were produced, coupes and
convertibles. The Grand Sport came only in Admiral Blue with a white stripe down the middle,
5-spoke black wheels, two red "hash marks" on the front driver's side wheel arch and special
seat trim providing a distinctive look. The Grand Sport also has wider tires and the coupes were
outfitted with small rear fender flares. It included Sebring Silver paint, silver 5-spoke alloy
wheels, special emblems and seat trim. Of the 5, built, 4, were coupes and 1, were convertibles.
It is named after the Italian word for "green lizard". The vehicle was built by Corvette
Development Engineering as a development car to study the possibility of achieving the
performance of the ZR-1 while reducing cost by utilizing a big block engine. The project lasted
until with mixed success. The C4 also made an appearance in international sports car
endurance racing in a project orchestrated by former Corvette Cup driver Doug Rippie. From
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Commons. Chevrolet General Motors. United States: Bowling Green, Kentucky. Jerry Palmer
under Dave McLellan [1]. Sports car S. Front mid-engine, rear-wheel-drive. Chevrolet Corvette
C3. Chevrolet Corvette C5. There is only one survivor which is owned by GM at Corvette
Museum. L83 engine continued from Manual trans not available by regular production until Jan
18 produced in Sept , factory tested, then delivered to early orders in Nov More powerful and
fuel efficient L98 engine introduced. First convertible since all 7, have Indy pace car console id
plaque. New were Third brake light , antilock brakes , electronic climate control, and key-code
anti-theft system. V8 engine now has roller hydraulic lifters increasing HP to Callaway
twin-turbo offered through dealers with GM warranty. Changes in suspension. New wheel
design. All white 35th Anniversary special edition coupe. Interior redesigned to incorporate
driver's side airbag. New LT1 engine replaces the L Traction control is standard. New interior
including passenger airbag. LT1 receives mass air flow sequential fuel injection. Last year of
the ZR Gen II Opti-Spark distributor. Minor exterior restyling. Indy Pace Car special edition.
Collector Edition and Grand Sport special editions. Selective Real Time Damping is a new
option. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Chevrolet Corvette C4. Monte Carlo. Sports
car. Sold as a Police Pursuit Vehicle. Fastback coupe. Fuel Injection. Big Block. The Chevrolet
Corvette C7 is the seventh generation of the Corvette sports car manufactured by American
automobile manufacturer Chevrolet. It was introduced for the model year as the first to bear the
Corvette Stingray name since The first C7 Corvettes were delivered in the third quarter of GM
executives began planning the next-generation C7 Corvette sports car in The car was originally
planned for the model year, but was delayed. The lead exterior designer of the C7 Corvette was
Hwasup Lee, whose team completed the design between and While overall the C7 attempts to
provide an evolutionary redesign to an iconic theme, the car's designers took their inspiration
from the Chevrolet Camaro 's squared rear end, incorporating aggressive angular elements. The
C7 received criticism for some of the more styled elements of the car. It's all creases and vents
back there, with aggressive trapezoidal taillights similar to those found on the current Camaro
and quadruple-barreled tailpipes lined up in a neat row in the center of the rear valance", wrote
Jason Kavanagh for Edmunds. This is a radical departure from the prior generations of
Corvettes, whose styling had no spoiler, few body panel creases, and only semi-functional gills
for front brake cooling. In addition, past Corvette models minimized the size of headlamps or
even hid them altogether. The C7's all-new LT1 6. The C7's suspension consists of independent
unequal-length double wishbones with transverse fiberglass mono-leaf springs and optional
magnetorheological dampers , similar to its predecessor. Production and customer delivery of
the Corvette Stingray Coupe began in September Corvette assembly plant tours in Bowling
Green, Kentucky began in October A month after the first Corvette Stingray, vehicles had been
delivered. The Corvette features a carbon fiber hood and removable roof panel. Its fenders,
doors, and rear quarter panels remain fiberglass composite. The C7 uses Aerogel , a material
developed by NASA , to keep heat from the transmission tunnel from transferring into the cabin.
The chassis is made of hydro-formed aluminum. The rear tail lights use indirect LED
technology. Despite the increased use of aluminum and other light weight materials, the overall
weight of the car remains the same as that of the previous generation C6. The hood and side
vents and inlets assist in cooling and aerodynamic stability. The interior features a driver
display that allows the driver to select from several modes with up to 69 different sources of
information, ranging from an interactive performance timer to a tire tread temperature display.
The Corvette LT1 engine, the first of the fifth generation family of small block engines, retains
the push-rods acting on overhead valves design. It implements direct fuel injection, Active Fuel
Management cylinder deactivation , and continuously variable valve timing. The Corvette
Stingray Coupe went on sale in the US in the third quarter of , as a model-year vehicle. The
Corvette was equipped with a Tremec TR 7-speed manual with rev-matching for both downshifts
and upshifts, or a Hydramatic 6L80 6-speed paddle-shift automatic transmission optimized for
Active Fuel Management. The top-level 3LT interior package includes a Bose speaker audio
system, SiriusXM radio with HD receiver, color head-up display, Performance Data Recorder,
memory package, navigation system, heated and ventilated seats with power lumbar and
bolster adjustment, premium Napa leather seating surfaces, and leather-wrapped dash,
instrument panel, console, and door panels. The Stingray Convertible is a version of the
Corvette Stingray with a power-operated fabric roof. The convertible was unveiled at the Geneva
Motor Show. The Z51 Performance Package includes dry sump lubrication, specific close-ratio
gearing, transmission-cooling system, larger inch front and inch rear aluminum alloy wheels
and dual-compound Michelin tires, larger slotted rotors and brake-cooling ducts, electronic
limited-slip differential and differential cooling system, unique chassis tuning, and optional
Magnetic Ride Control active-handling system with Performance Traction Management. The
Corvette Stingray Gran Turismo concept was made to promote the Gran Turismo 6 video game,

and was one of the playable cars. It features a custom blue paint scheme, yellow-tinted
headlamps, carbon fiber rear spoiler, ground effects kit, and front splitter; and a custom front
grille, front fender, and rear quarter vents. The Corvette Stingray Convertible Atlantic concept
had a Blade Silver body color, Carbon Flash Metallic front splitter, rocker extensions and rear
lower diffuser, Fusion Gray headlamp housings and hood accents, a suede wrapped interior
package, chrome five-spoke wheels, molded splash guards, a windscreen mounted behind the
seats. The Corvette Stingray Coupe Pacific concept had a Torch Red body color, Z51
Performance Package, a carbon fiber hood, trim kit, and removable roof panel; a black front
splitter and rocker extensions, Z51 rear spoiler, a Carbon Flash graphics package, and satin
black aluminum wheels with a red accent stripe. The Corvette Stingray Premiere Edition marked
the introduction of both the coupe and convertible. The coupe version, which debuted in , was
limited to units in Laguna Blue Tintcoat. In , the 8L90 eight-speed automatic transmission was
available as an option for all Corvette models. Major changes for the model year, in addition to
the reintroduction of the Z06, were limited to the introduction of the 8L90 automatic transaxle
replacing the 6L80 transaxle , as well as the dual mode exhaust becoming standard on Z51 cars.
The Performance Data Recorder PDR is an optional system that allows Corvette drivers to
record performance data while driving and review the results. The system uses a dedicated GPS
receiver more precise than the one in the navigation system. The recorder can access vehicle
information, ranging from engine speed and transmission-gear selection to braking force and
steering-wheel angle. It uses a dedicated SD-card for recording and transferring video and
vehicle data. The PDR system can record video with three data overlay options, each rendered
in real time. The application overlays recorded laps on a satellite map of the track, and allows
lap-by-lap comparison of vehicle speed, time, and cornering force. The video can be viewed on
the Corvette Stingray's eight-inch color touchscreen when the car is parked , or transferred to a
computer for editing and sharing on social media. In , the 1LT package became available for the
Corvette Stingray coupe and convertible: [32]. For the model year, a performance version of the
Corvette called the Z06 was introduced at the North American International Auto Show.
Changes to the body of the Z06 include a removable carbon fiber roof panel, a front splitter, a
unique carbon fiber hood with a larger vent, larger front fender vents and unique air blades over
the inlets on the rear fenders, a larger unique rear spoiler, and rear-fascia openings that are
larger than that of the Stingray. The redesigned mesh pattern on the front fascia allows for
maximum airflow to the supercharger's intercooler heat exchanger, while dedicated
brake-cooling intakes and wider grille outlets on the bottom serves as air diffusers. Inside the
Z06, there are a choice of two magnesium frame seats GT seat or a Competition Sport seat with
more aggressive side bolstering , a steel-reinforced grab bar on the center console for the
passenger, soft-touch materials on the edge of the console, and a fully wrapped interior with
Nappa leather, aluminum, carbon fiber, and microsuede, depending on the trim level. The
optional carbon-fiber aero package in either black or a visible carbon-fiber finish adds a carbon
fiber front splitter with aviation-style winglets, carbon fiber rocker panels, and a larger rear
spoiler with a fixed wickerbill â€” a small, vertical tab at the edge of the spoiler that significantly
increases downforce. The package includes a Zstyle front splitter, Shark Gray exterior vents,
"stinger" graphic and tonneau inserts on the hood, chrome wheels, Stingray logos, and custom
luggage bags. The package includes satin black full-length racing stripes, satin black Z51
wheels with red stripe and Stingray center caps, carbon fiber ground effect package along with
exposed carbon fiber roof panel, Carbon Flash rear spoiler, red brake calipers, Competition
Sport seats, carbon fiber interior trim, and an indoor car cover. A mid-year production change
involved the phasing out of 4 exterior colors and the addition of a new color, Admiral Blue, at
the end of the production run. They were available on 3LT and 3LZ trim models. The Twilight
Blue and Spice Red packages included full-color instrument panel, doors, and seats, chrome
badges, and Shark Gray painted exterior vents. Convertible models included a blue, red, or
black top matching the package. The design packages were offered with white, gray, and silver
exterior colors, along with a color matching the package Night Race Blue, Long Beach Red, and
Black, respectively. Available only with 3LZ trim, the Z06 C7. R Edition is primarily an
appearance package. Interior features include a Jet Black leather trimmed and suede wrapped
interior, competition sport seats, suede wrapped steering wheel and shifter, yellow contrast
stitching, carbon fiber interior package, C7. R Limited-Edition interior plaque includes racing
victories and Corvette Racing sill plates. On the exterior, changes include black Z06 Wheels
with yellow stripe, yellow brake calipers, Corvette Racing wheel center caps, visible carbon
fiber, Spectra Gray grille and vents, C7. R graphics, and the Z07 Performance Package with
carbon ceramic brakes. The package is available in either Black or Corvette Racing Yellow
exterior colors. It included its own sequential VIN starting with Only units were produced.
Production for the model year began on July 11, and ended on May 29, with the model year

production officially beginning the following week. The Grand Sport features:. Grand Sport
models are offered as a convertible or coupe with either a 7-speed manual or 8-speed automatic
transmission. An available Heritage Package includes interior brushed aluminum hash marks,
and floor mats with the Grand Sport logo. As part of the introduction of the Grand Sport,
Chevrolet also introduced a Grand Sport Collector Edition, which was meant to be limited to 1,
vehicles, with allocated to the US market. The registry for the Grand Sport Collector Edition has
collected specific production configurations and details of the vehicles in the series. Production
for the model year officially began on June 5, Production was suspended on July 28, [48] when
the plant shut down for new paint facility upgrades as well as the addition of a new assembly
line for the ZR1 model. Plant tours were suspended for 18 months as a result of this shut down.
The plant resumed production on November 6, Commemorating the 65th anniversary of the
Corvette, Chevrolet offered the Carbon 65 Limited Edition for the model year. The Carbon 65
Edition option package included unique fender stripes and door graphics, black wheels with
machined grooves on summer-only tires, blue brake calipers, a Jet Black suede-wrapped
interior with blue stitching, and various unique badges. Carbon fiber applications included
visible ground effects, hood section and roof coupe or tonneau inserts convertible , spoiler,
steering wheel rim, and gloss interior trim. Chevrolet auctioned off the final C7 Corvette, a black
Z06 coupe, at a Barrett-Jackson charity auction held in Connecticut on June 28, The actual car
was assembled in November The livery selected by Tommy Milner includes an Elkhart Lake
Blue exterior with silver stripes and red hash marks, body-color mirrors, black wheels with red
stripe and red brake calipers, and a Jet Black Suede interior with red seat belts. The livery
selected by Oliver Gavin includes a Shadow Gray exterior with Torch Red center stripe and
Torch Red hash marks, Carbon Flash mirrors, black wheels with red stripe, red brake calipers,
and an Adrenaline Red interior with red seat belts. The livery selected by Jan Magnussen
includes an Arctic White exterior with Crystal Red stripes and gray hash marks, body-color
mirrors, black wheels with red stripe and red brake calipers and a Jet Black interior with red
seat belts. All four of the special liveries were available on the Grand Sport. The cars also came
fitted with an interior plaque commemorating each driver and other unique trim details. The
Drivers Series Corvettes went on sale in Spring A total of 95 Corvettes were equipped with the
Drivers Series Package. The ZR1 is heavily based on the Z06 platform with many noticeable
changes, including the all-new 6. It includes a large rear wing bolted directly on the chassis, a
front splitter, and a new front underbody spoiler in order to balance out the excess drag. Other
changes include an active exhaust system and an upgraded crankshaft, all of which help propel
the car to a top speed of The ZTK package also adds carbon fiber front splitter end caps. The
ZR1 is available with a 7-speed Tremec TR manual transmission with rev-matching technology
or an 8-speed GM 8L90 automatic transmission with paddle shifters, which are the same as
those found in the Z The ZR1 comes with carbon ceramic brakes, double wishbone suspension
system and magnetic ride control system as standard with optional brake caliper colors and
wheels. The interior includes Nappa leather upholstery, heated seats, carbon fiber rimmed
steering wheel and Bose sound system as standard with a variety of performance and comfort
options available. The ZR1 went on sale in Q2 The racing version of the Corvette Z06, called the
C7. R naturally aspirated V8 engine developed specifically for the C7. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Redirected from Chevrolet Corvette C7. Seventh generation of the Corvette
sports car. This article is about the seventh generation of the Chevrolet Corvette sports car. For
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mid-engine, rear-wheel-drive. Chevrolet Corvette C6. Chevrolet Corvette C8. Wikimedia
Commons has media related to Chevrolet Corvette C7. Monte Carlo. Sports car. Sold as a Police
Pursuit Vehicle. Fastback coupe. Fuel Injection. Big Block. The car was originally designed by
Harley Earl , and named by Myron Scott after the fast ship of the same name. Originally built in
Flint, Michigan and St. There have been six generations of the Corvette produced so far,
sometimes referred to as C1 through C6, and various versions with differing features within
each generation; the current C6 generation includes the ZR1 , which has the most powerful
engine used in a production Corvette to date. Over the years, versions of the car have won
awards from magazines such as Motor Trend and Car and Driver and from organizations like the
Society of Automotive Engineers , and have been used from time to time as pace cars for the
long-running Indianapolis race since While sold under the Chevrolet marque in the United
States and other locations, it is sold under its own Corvette marque in Europe and Japan.
General Motors hired designer Harley Earl in Earl convinced GM that they also needed to build a
two-seat sports car. Earl and his Special Projects crew began working on the new car later that
year, which was code named "Opel. The original concept for the Corvette emblem incorporated
an American flag into the design, but was changed well before production since associating the
flag with a product was frowned upon. Taking its name from the corvette , a small,
maneuverable fighting frigate the credit for the naming goes to Myron Scott , the first Corvettes
were virtually hand-built in Flint, Michigan in Chevrolet's Customer Delivery Center, now an
academic building at Kettering University. The outer body was made out of then-revolutionary
fiberglass , selected in part because of steel quotas left over from the war. Underneath the new
body material were standard Chevrolet components, including the "Blue Flame" inline
six-cylinder truck engine , two-speed Powerglide automatic transmission , and drum brakes
from Chevrolet's regular car line. Though the engine's output was increased somewhat, thanks
to a triple-carburetor intake exclusive to the Corvette, performance of the car was decidedly
lackluster. Compared to the British and Italian sports cars of the day, the Corvette was
underpowered, required a great deal of effort as well as clear roadway to bring to a stop, and
even lacked a "proper" manual transmission. Up until that time, the Chevrolet division was GM's
entry-level marque, known for excellent but no-nonsense cars. Nowhere was that more evident
than in the Corvette. A Paxton supercharger became available in as a dealer-installed option,
greatly improving the Corvette's straight-line performance, but sales continued to decline. GM
was seriously considering shelving the project, leaving the Corvette to be little more than a
footnote in automotive history, and would have done so if not for two important events.
Arkus-Duntov simply took the new V8 and backed it with a three-speed manual transmission.
That modification, probably the single most important in the car's history, helped turn the
Corvette from a two-seat curiosity into a genuine performer. It also earned Arkus-Duntov the
rather inaccurate nickname "Father of the Corvette. Another key factor in the Corvette's survival
was Ford 's introduction, in , of the two-seat Thunderbird , which was billed as a "personal
luxury car", not a sports car. Even so, the Ford-Chevrolet rivalry in those days demanded that
GM not appear to back down from the challenge. The "T-Bird" was changed to a four-seater in
The first generation is most commonly referred to as a "solid-axle", based on the fact that
independent rear suspension IRS was not available until The first generation started in and
ended in With limited production due to the fact that they were all hand built and assembled, the
Corvette, with a total of only units produced, is the rarest and most sought after Corvette model
year. With few changes except for color choices and production numbers, the is the last
Corvette to have a 6 cylinder engine. The first seven 55's off the production line did however
feature the in-line 6. Aside from the engine, the model can be differentiated by its logoâ€”the
"V" in Corvette is enlarged and gold colored, signifying the V-8 engine under the hood. In a new
body was designed for the car which changed it from a country club style sports car. One
noteworthy addition of optional fuel injection in mid also available on Chevrolet Bel Air. Fuel
injection first saw regular use on a gasoline engine two years prior on the Mercedes-Benz SL
"gullwing" roadster. Other early options included power windows , hydraulically operated power
convertible top , four speed manual transmission late , and heavy duty brakes and suspension
The Corvette saw another body freshening and more options available. This year had the most
exterior chrome and was the heaviest of the C-1s. From its quad headlights and hood louvers to
its twin trunk spars and bumper exiting exhaust, it was the flashiest Corvette ever built. For a
complete change to the rear of the car was made, with hints of things to come. It had a "boat
tail" rear with the first year to have 4 round tail lights. The trunk lid and exposed headlights
disappeared for decades, returning in and , respectively. The oldest surviving production
Corvette [1] is serial number E53F This historic, one-time GM " test mule " is the third Corvette
to ever come off the Flint assembly line and is known as "double-o-three" to Corvette
enthusiasts. However, the oldest Corvette in existence is believed to be the EX, a

pre-production prototype that was hand built and first shown to the public at the GM Motorama
at the Waldorf Astoria in New York City on January 17, Another noteworthy Corvette belonged
to actor John Wayne. Vin 51 was delivered to Wayne on October 7 , The second generation, or
mid-year , was designed by Larry Shinoda with major inspiration from a previous unproduced
design called the "Q Corvette" by Peter Brock and Chuck Pohlmann, and under the styling
direction of Bill Mitchell , started in and ended in The split rear window was discontinued in due
to safety concerns. Because they made the design too busy, the hood vents were also cut. Side
exhaust pipes became optional on the Sting Ray and persisted through , then again for The
Corvette originally was going to be the first of the C3 generation; however, due to delays the C3
had to be put off until Other early options available on the C2 included an AM-FM radio mid , air
conditioning , a telescopic steering wheel and headrests, presumably to prevent whiplash When
only fuel-injected cars were built in , Chevrolet stopped the program. The design of this
generation had several inspirations. The first was the contemporary Jaguar E-Type , one of
which Mitchell owned and enjoyed driving frequently. Bill Mitchell also sponsored a car known
as the "Mitchell Sting Ray" in , because Chevrolet no longer participated in factory racing. This
vehicle had the largest impact on the styling of this generation, although it had no top and did
not give away what the coupe would look like. The third inspiration was a mako shark that
Mitchell had caught while deep-sea fishing. In the Corvette finally sold over 10, vehicles per
year, hitting a number of 10, in that production year. The plans never came about and only five
were built. They were driven by historic drivers such as Roger Penske , A. Foyt , Jim Hall , and
Dick Guldstrand among others. Today the cars are all held by private owners. They are among
the most coveted and valuable Corvettes ever built. The popular Z06 performance package on
the C5 and C6 model Corvettes is named after a Z06 performance option dating back to the
model year. This generation has the distinction of being introduced to the motoring public in an
unorthodoxâ€”and unintendedâ€”fashion. General Motors had tried their best to keep the
appearance of the upcoming car a secret, but the release of the Hot Wheels line several weeks
before the Corvette's unveiling had a certain version of particular interest to Corvette fans: the
"Custom Corvette", a GM-authorized model of the Corvette. The corvette was not actually titled
"Stingray", although it was almost identical to the "Stingray" model. Nowhere on the '68 can the
word "Stingray" actually be found. Styling changed subtly over the generation. Early model
years came standard with an innovative Fiber-Optic light monitoring system. Strands of fiber
optic wire went from the center console to the headlights low and high beam , turn signals, tail
lights and license plate light for a total of 9 monitored lights. Due to cost savings, it was
discontinued after the model year. Minor trim changes occurred through the model. In , the rear
chrome bumpers became urethane as well, resulting in the first ever chrome-less production
Corvette. In the "Sting Ray" name was not used, but returned in as a single word "Stingray"
until In , the Corvette got an integrated aerodynamic redesign that resulted in a significant
reduction in drag. In , an opening rear hatch was offered for the first time on the Corvette
available on the Collectors Edition model only. A new engine featuring cross fire injection, a fuel
injection carburator hybrid, was also introduced that year as the L It was the only engine
available in , and was not offered with a manual transmission. The fourth generation Corvette
began production in March as a model. The model year was skipped due to production
problems, although 44 prototype models were completed. All 44 model year prototypes
assembled were crushed except for one the 23rd produced , which is displayed at the National
Corvette Museum in Bowling Green, Kentucky. Corvette C4 production began in March as a
model, and ended in This first year model of the C4 carried over the L83 engine from the
previous, 3rd generation Corvette. The L83 engine had a unique fuel delivery method dubbed
"Crossfire": a dual throttle-body injection system. With the first major body, chassis and
suspension change since , the new C4 coupe incorporated a rear glass hatch for much
improved cargo access, all new brakes with aluminum calipers, an all aluminum frame and
suspension for weight savings and rigidity, and the first one piece targa top with no center
reinforcement. The Corvette C4 came standard with an electronic dashboard with digital liquid
crystal displays for the speedometer and tachometer. The C4 was a complete and total redesign
except for its engine, and the emphasis was on handling with the introduction of the front
transverse composite leaf spring still used today on new Corvettes. This handling focus came
with the penalty of a harsh, uncompromising ride in the model. It was designed to help the
Corvette meet U. The transmission was problematic and was eventually replaced by a much
more modern and satisfactory ZF 6-speed manual gearbox in This new transmission was also
the first to feature Computer Aided Gear Selection CAGS , which used a solenoid to lock out
2nd gear during certain driving conditions. This allowed the Corvette to maintain EPA fuel
economy ratings high enough to avoid the "gas guzzler" tax. In the 2nd Indy Pace Car version
was released as a convertible only. It was the first drop top Corvette since It was also the first

pace car fast enough in stock form to pace the Indianapolis Each of these featured a special
badge with an identification number mounted next to the gear selector. These Corvettes were
easily identified with their white exteriors, wheels and interiors. Also introduced in was
Acceleration Slip Regulation ASR , a form of traction control which utilized the Corvette's
brakes, spark retard and throttle close-down to prevent excessive rear wheel spin and possible
loss of control. The traction control device could be switched off if desired. Special versions
had a commemorative Ruby Red color, 40th anniversary badges and embroidered seat backs.
All Corvettes with automatic transmissions utilized the LT1. The C4's handling characteristics
and cornering ability allowed it to dominate SCCA events and races during the s and s. Porsche
reportedly even obtained a C4 Corvette for teardown and examination. The C4 had plenty of
firsts: EFI Electronic Fuel Injection , composite transverse leaf springs, antilock brakes, airbags,
traction control, an aluminum frame and suspension components, digital gauges, overhead
cams and four valves per cylinder in the superb ZR1, a computer controlled, six-speed manual
transmission, climate control, and a digital instrument panel. Conversely, C4 Corvettes were the
last generation to utilize a centrally located fuel filler , opposing windshield wipers , a cast iron
engine block , 4 round taillights , fiberglass body panels , distributor ignition The B2K option
was eventually replaced by the ZR1 option, though they coexisted from In , the Corvette team
approached Lotus , then a GM subsidiary, with the idea of developing an ultra-high performance
vehicle based on the C4 Corvette. With input from GM's "Corvette Team" of engineers and
designers, Lotus designed a new engine to replace the traditional pushrod L98 V-8 that powered
the standard C4. The result was the LT5 , an aluminum-block V-8 with the same bore centers as
the L98, but with four overhead camshafts and 32 valves. As Chevrolet had no facility available
which could manufacture the new LT5, construction of the engines was subcontracted to
Mercury Marine , a company in Stillwater, Oklahoma which normally specialized in
high-performance marine engines. Lotus also aided in the development of the ZR-1's standard
"FX3" active suspension system, which would provide the basis for active suspension systems
found as optional equipment on all Corvettes since. In , the ZR-1 set a 24 hour speed endurance
record at the Firestone test track in Fort Stockton Texas using a near-stock LT5 engine with
only minor modifications, including removal of the catalytic converters. In , all Corvettes
received updates to body work, interior, and wheels. The convex rear fascia that set the ZR-1
apart from the base model was now included on L98 Corvettes, making the styling of the
expensive ZR-1 even closer to that of the base cars. The most obvious difference remaining
between the base and ZR-1 models besides the wider rear wheels was the location of the
CHMSL center high mounted stop lamp , which was integrated into the new rear fascia used on
the base model, but remained at the top of the rear-hatch on the ZR-1's. All corvette ZR-1's had
a interesting feature, a power key. This system is commonly referred to as a "valet key", and
was reset to "normal" after the engine was shut off. Further changes were made in ZR-1 badges
were displayed on both front fenders and traction control was added as a standard feature. In ,
Lotus redesigned the cylinder heads and valve-train of the LT5, resulting in a horsepower
increase from to In addition, a new exhaust gas recirculation system improved emissions
control. Production of the ZR-1 ended in , after 6, cars had been built. Chevrolet released the
Grand Sport version in at the end of C4 Corvette production. The "Grand Sport" moniker was a
nod to the original Grand Sport model produced in A total of 1, Grand Sports were produced.
The coupes and convertibles were produced with a special VIN sequence to differentiate them
from the other C4 models. The Grand Sport came only in Admiral Blue with a white center
stripe, distinctive black five spoke wheels, and two red hash marks on the hood above the left
front wheel. Interior colors were black and red only. A hardtop option was not available with
Grand Sport convertibles. They also added rear wheel arch extensions on the body, as the
Grand Sport utilized the same rear wheels as a ZR To commemorate the final year of the C4,
Chevrolet reissued a Collector Edition. Also produced in low numbers, all CE's were painted
Sebring Silver, a color reminiscent of the Sting Ray and later retained for the C-5 color lineup. A
near mirror image of the Grand Sport, if properly equipped, it also got the 5 spoke "A mold"
wheels in matching silver, bigger ZR-1 brakes, and a myriad of standard features. Automatics
were an option, and still retained the LT CE's were also available in a convertible with 3 interior
color choices, red, silver and black. On all four sides of the car, a special set of "Collector
Edition" flags were appointed, and also embroidered in the seat backs. Production of the C5
Corvette began in and ended with the model year. The C5 was a major change from the
long-running C4. The transmission was moved to the rear of the car to form an integrated
rear-mounted transaxle assembly and was connected to the engine by a driveshaft. Gone were
most of the squeaks and rattles of the C4. The new C5 was judged by the automotive press as
improved in nearly every area over the previous Corvette design. This third-generation small
block was a completely new design, including a distributor-less ignition and a new cylinder

firing order. For its first year, the C5 was available only as a coupe, even though the new
platform was designed from the ground up to be a convertible. The convertible returned to the
lineup in , followed by the predecessor to the Z06, the fixed-roof coupe FRC , in The venue
provided a bonanza of flawlessly restored Corvettes. Participants were also invited to visit the
factory located across from the museum, with special tours not provided to the general public.
Recently, the factory has expanded to build the Cadillac XLR roadster, which shares its platform
with the sixth-generation Corvette. Bowling Green is also home to the Corvette Museum , which
celebrates this American automotive icon by displaying in chronological order the various
regular production models as well as some unique one-off versions created by Chevrolet.
Bowling Green is also the home of the National Corvette Homecoming , a large annual gathering
of Corvettes and their owners. The building has since been remodeled and is now the C. In the
garage housing the school's Society of Automotive Engineers SAE club is a plaque
commemorating it as the place where the first Corvette was built. Although the Z06's total
power output was less than that of the last ZR-1's, the Z06 was lighter and therefore quicker
than the ZR Despite these specifications, the ZR-1 still had a higher top speed, thus maintaining
its "King of the Hill" status. As with the ZR-1, Chevrolet found that added power output did the
Z06 little good without platform modifications to bring the rest of the car up to par. A hardtop
body, upgraded suspension, larger wheels and tires, a new six-speed manual transmission,
along with improved gearing and functional brake cooling ducts, all became part of the total
package. The Z06 also received revised rear shock valving and steel links to replace plastic
ones of the model. An Electron blue color replaced Speedway white. The HUD became standard,
and the previous forged wheels were replaced by lighter spun cast ones. The models received
special silver 50th anniversary badges and revised headliner. Later models received a more
durable steel shift fork instead of aluminum. In the hands of experienced drivers the â€” Z06 has
made 11 second passes. It proved to be a well rounded track vehicle as well, with the ability to
do more than simply accelerate. Thanks in part to its upgraded suspension system, the Z06 is
capable of holding its own against contemporary versions of the Dodge Viper and even the
Porsche Turbo around a road track. The Z06 Commemorative Edition came with a carbon fiber
hood which saved some weight and also received polished aluminum wheels. It was based on
the C5 road car but had a longer wheelbase, a wider track, an enlarged engine and more
aerodynamic bodywork with a rear wing and exposed headlamps. In , the factory Corvette Team
began racing the C6. R to coincide with the new sixth generation C6 Corvette being released to
the public. Private teams, primarily in Europe, continued to race the C5-R. The new C6 gets an
overhaul of the suspension geometry, all new bodywork with exposed headlamps for the first
time since , a larger passenger compartment, and a larger 6. Overall, shorter and narrower than
the C5, to gain wider appeal to the European market. The 6. For , the Corvette received a mild
freshening: a new LS3 engine with displacement increased to 6. The 6-speed manual
transmission also has improved shift linkage and a time of 4. The interior was slightly updated
and a new 4LT leather-wrap interior package was added. The wheels were also updated to a new
five-spoke design. The new Z06 arrived as a model in the third quarter of It has a 7. Magnussen
drove the Z06 to a time of In their March comparison, Car and Driver selected the Corvette Z06
as the winner of their three-way comparison test of performance cars, with the Porsche GT3
finishing second and the Lotus Exige S third. In addition to the larger engine, the C6 Z06 has a
dry sump oiling system, ensuring proper engine lubrication during periods of high lateral
acceleration and allowing the engine to be mounted low inside the chassis. Connecting rods
made out of titanium further lighten the reciprocating mass of the engine while being stronger
than the steel rods they replace. In a radical departure from anything Chevrolet has ever done
before, the primary structural element of the C6 Z06 is aluminum instead of steel as on the
non-Z06 cars. The hydroformed aluminum frame remains dimensionally identical to its steel
brethren but is significantly lighter. The front fenders are made of carbon fiber to reduce weight,
while wider rear fenders allow for the wider tires necessary to deal with the engine's increased
power. The Z06 was the official pace car for both the Daytona and the Indianapolis race. It was
also awarded to St. The car was reportedly given to his father. The Z06 had minor changes
including retuning of the suspension after some magazine test drivers announced the
suspension did not perform up to their original estimates. Chevrolet announced the models
were pre-released, and for they would retune the damping. In more recent tests the Corvette has
shown improved driveability and track manners. In the Z06 received the new TR six speed
manual transmission, which replaces the T The steering rack and the interior plastic bezel were
improved. An optional full leather interior option 3LZ also became available in limited quantities
due to constraints. The Corvette variant now officially known as the ZR1 was first reported by
several print and online publications who were speculating that Chevrolet was developing a
super high performance production version of the Corvette and were internally calling it "Blue

Devil" named after GM CEO Rick Wagoner 's alma mater, Duke University. Wagoner is quoted as
saying, "I wonder what they can do for , dollars? The production version debuted at the North
American International Auto Show and will be available as a model. The engine is the most
powerful engine to be put in an American production sports car. Along with an improved motor,
the ZR1 also comes with extensive carbon-fiber body parts, including but not limited to wider
fenders, the hood, roof panel, roof bow, front fascia splitter and rocker moldings. Tires were
also increased in diameter and width, along with bigger and stronger brakes, adjustable
suspension, and optional chrome wheels and a premium interior package. Spy photos from
recent hot laps at Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca, following the American Le Mans Series final
race, show the ZR1 to have carbon-ceramic brakes, extensive carbon fiber front quarterpanels,
A- and B- pillars, as well as the roof and possibly other body panels , and a full-width rear lip
spoiler. Mike Connor of Motor Trend said that the next generation of Corvettes will not debut
until Connor indicated that GM executive Bob Lutz favored a mid-engine design for the C7 to
more easily implement cylinder deactivation , but the company stopped considering it due to
high redesign costs. In May , Bob Lutz stated he is not at all opposed to the idea of a Corvette
sedan. It has also been on Car and Driver magazine's annual Ten Best list fifteen times: the C4
from through , the C5 in , , and through , and the C6 from through A Corvette has been selected
as the pace car at the Indianapolis ten times: , , , , , , , , , and With the move toward rebadging
Daewoo cars as budget-priced Chevrolets in Europe, Corvette became a marque in its own right
in The brand is sold separately from Korean-built Chevrolets, usually by dealers with the
premium Cadillac range. Corvette is also marketed as a separate marque in Japan. The rumor
that Corvette would become its own brand has been circula
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